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If so many spectators watch with interest this event is of course the adventure that live skippers, but 

especially for the exciting race which is known to be the longest and most demanding of all races sailing.

Or a big competition does not without rules, necessarily strict, no sport 

has major competitions without strict rules.

The Vendée Globe is built around a concept simple and brilliant: round 

the world solo, nonstop and unassisted.

This concept is transcribed in the rules, through the Notice of Race.

These rules are simple, strict, and they are the beauty of the race, 

giving it an exceptional and unique, allowing sailors to express their 

courage and talent.

Rules are applied by arbitrators, by definition independent, whose role 

is to enforce those rules, of course without rewriting in the 

circumstances, but they are.

Competitors have accepted a commitment and know that they apply to 

themselves and others.

They are entitled to expect, and all those who admire the test, they are implemented.

As for the penalty, whatever it is, it does nothing to taint (when there was no cheating) the value of the 

one who receives.
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The Vendée Globe is an extraordinary event that combines two features: an exceptional human 

adventure and competition at the highest level, with great skippers and sailors adventurers.
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